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Partnership Opportunities



Escape to a winter wonderland retreat within your own backyard of Knoxville, TN  with the American
Cancer Society Hope Gala and this year's theme, "Under The Big Sky, a Boots & Black Tie Affair."

 
In honor of American Cancer Society's continual contribution to move mountains with persistent
ground breaking research, resulting in a 31% decrease in cancer death rates since 1991, we are

celebrating with an evening inspired by the state of Montana, where endless mountains lie and a
feeling of HOPE is forever felt under the Big Sky. 

 
Join us for a united force against cancer through your participation on November 5. On this special
evening, Knoxville's corporate leaders and philanthropists will come together, enabling the corporate
community to a unique avenue to make a difference in the lives of cancer patients and their families.

From inspirational  stories of selected honorees to testaments of future ground breaking research, it will
be an evening of inspiration and HOPE for all.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information contact: Stacey Clark                    stacey.clark@cancer.org                    865.696.1494

Your Event Hosts
2021 Chairs, John & Kelly Elliott 

 Elliott's Boots & Shoes

Under The Big Sky
A  B O O T S  &  B L A C K  T I E  A F F A I R

With persistence & HOPE, we are carrying the stones to move mountains. 

Attire 
Mid-length to floor dresses &

dark suits to tuxes. Furs & boots
are highly welcomed.  

Unlimited Spirits
Elliott's Boots & Shoes Wall

Themed Course Meal
Silent & Live Auction

Honoree Tribute
Mission Celebration & Paddle Raise

Evening Highlights 

www.theknoxvillehopegala.com



Save Lives, Celebrate Lives, and Lead the Fight for a
World Without Cancer 

 
In Tennessee, an estimated 41,980 new cancer cases will be diagnosed in 2021, and
14,050 people are expected to die from the disease. But there is hope. With the support
of volunteers, donors, and partners, we are fighting cancer on all fronts – and saving
lives!

We are activists - ACS CAN volunteers and staff in Tennessee and across the country
successfully advocated for a $2.6 billion increase in federal medical research funding,
including $296 million for the National Cancer Institute in 2019.  

We fund breakthroughs – The American Cancer Society is investing over $13 million in
Tennessee for research - funding studies to find the causes of and better cancer
treatments - as well as  improve and save the lives of cancer patients. We build
compassionate communities – with thirty-one (31) total Hope Lodges including
locations in Nashville, Memphis, Atlanta, Lexington and more,  we provide FREE lodging to
cancer patients from East TN as they travel to receive treatment. In 2019, we saved
Greater Knoxville patients over $300,000 in hotel accommodations. We help patients
overcome the largest obstacle in cancer treatment- transportation. The Hope Gala
Transportation Grant has provided 17,185 free rides to and from treatment for East TN
patients in need since 2019. 

We provide direction –Our 24/7 hotline received 12,800 calls from Tennessee last year
and we provided information, cancer-related resources, and answers.

Our Mission Is Simple

Impact of COVID-19

Has reduced our ability to
fund research by nearly 50%,
our lowest investment this
century. In 2021, we must
recover fundraising dollars to
help benefit new and
improved research to save
more lives. We cannot
continue the pandemic trend
of giving cancer the
advantage. 

Ongoing support for
cancer patients and
caregivers is at risk. 79% of
cancer patients in active
treatment report delays in
care due to the pandemic.
Without us, they face
cancer with less
comprehensive support.
Cancer won’t stop, so
neither will we.

Cancer is gaining ground
and threatening more lives.
Accurate information is vital
in times of crisis. Our 24/7
virtual support and live
response helpline are
keeping cancer patients
connected and prepared to
fight, Cancer won’t stop, so
neither will we. 

COVID-19 is undermining a
lifesaving fight. The
pandemic is disrupting
support systems cancer
patients and their caregivers
need like rides to treatment,
lodging and access to care.
Give hope the advantage.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
    Tanja A. Gruber, MD, PhD | $792,000
    Victoria W. Willard, PhD | $699,000

    Jun Yang, PhD | $683,000
    Jamy C. Peng, PhD | $792,000

    Liqin Zhu, PhD | $769,000
    Myriam Labelle, PhD | $792,000

 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

     Rebeca San Martin, PhD | $163,500
 

Vanderbilt University
     Lindsey Seldin, PhD | $111,500

     Christopher Carpenter, PhD | $787,000
     Vivian Weiss, MD, PhD | $729,000

     Tae Kon Kim, MD | $729,000
 

Vanderbilt University Medical Center
     Aron Parekh, PhD | $791,000

     Scott W. Hiebert, PhD | $360,000
     Derek M. Griffith, PhD | $1,600,000

     Mingfeng Bai, PhD | $792,000
     Raymond Blind, PhD | $792,000

     Aguirre A. de Cubas, PhD | $111,500
     John Karijolich, PhD | $792,000
     Paula Hurley, PhD | $792,000

     Brent Rexer, MD, PhD | $144,000

 

Research
What does it take to outsmart cancer? Research! 

We’ve invested more than $4.9 billion in cancer
research since 1946, all to find more – and better –
treatments, uncover factors that may cause cancer,
and improve cancer patients’ quality  of life. 

In 2020 the American Cancer Society has funded 13.8
million research dollars in the state of TN, coming
together with our local hospitals to continue finding
better treatments and prevention. 

The American Cancer Society is honored to have
given funding to 49 investigators who went on to win
the Nobel Prize, considered the highest accolade any
scientist can receive. This is a tribute to the Society’s
Research program and the strength of its peer-
review process.

Across the nation the American Cancer Society has
59 health disparities research grants, reflecting $50
million in research to better understand what cancer
disparities and inequities exist, what causes them,
and how to decrease them.

We are moving
mountains right here in
Tennessee! 

We are currently funding
20 grants in Tennessee
totaling more than $13

million. 



Positioning yourself as a partner of the American Cancer Society, the
largest and most respected voluntary health organization in the
United States — will bolster your company’s reputation and
demonstrate your commitment to serving the community. 

74 percent of consumers are likely to support a sponsor associated
with a charity like the American Cancer Society. 

Our brand helps to clearly identify our organization, set it apart from
other organizations and ultimately create relationships with our
communities. 

The American Cancer Society has a 98 percent recognition rate
among Americans. No other health organization has a higher rating. 

Americans believe cancer is the single most important health
problem they face. 

Nearly 1.9 million new cancer cases are expected to be diagnosed in
the United States this year (41,980 in TN). More than 608,570
Americans (14,050 Tennesseans) will lose their battle. That’s more
than 1,600 people a day. You can help us move one step closer to a
world free from the pain and suffering of cancer by celebrating with
us at the Knoxville Hope Gala.

A Beneficial Partnership  

Opportunities increase when you help others win. A little
win for a partner is a little win for you!



Sponsorship Opportunities 



This year the American Cancer Society is excited to go beyond their one night celebration in
November as they launch a BRAND NEW EVENT to benefit the Hope Gala, Aiming For Hope: An ACS
Sporting Clays Tournament.  

Scheduled to take place on Friday, August 13th at Chilhowee Sportman's Club in Blount County, TN,
Aiming For Hope is an opportunity for sponsors and sporting clay enthusiasts to support the fight
against cancer in an alternative and fun way. 

All sponsors of the Hope Gala, are eligible to participate in the Sporting Clays Tournament and will
be offered a team discount. For sponsors investing $7,500-plus, additional benefits will be offered,
including various recognition levels at the tournament. 

Through the Sporting Clays Tournament, The Hope Gala looks forward to expanding community
partnerships and showcasing the value of investing in the American Cancer Society Mission. 

To learn more about how your company can get involved in this new opportunity, reach out to
stacey.clark@cancer.org. 

More Than A One Night Celebration 



Company Name:

Company Contact:

Phone:

E-mail:

Address:

City:                                              State:
 

Payment Method
Check Inclosed
Invoice Me
Call Me: Credit Card
 

Sponsorship Levels
Presenting: $15,000
Mogul: $10,000
Slalom: $7,500
Alpine: $5,000
Terrain: $3,500
Nordic: $2,500 (Table Only) 

Sponsorship Agreement 

Signature:

Please make checks payable to the American
Cancer Society with Knoxville Hope Gala in the
memo line. Checks can be mailed to: PO Box
332047, Nashville, TN 37203  

For additioanl  questions, please contact:
stacey.clark@cancer.org   
865.696.1494

The American Cancer Society cares about your
privacy and protects how we use your
information. To view our full privacy policy or if
you have any questions, please call the Society
at 1-800-227-2345 or visit cancer.org.

Federal Tax ID: 13- 1788491



Go One More Step, Be A Hope Champion

Employee Engagement Campaign

Individualized invitation
created for your company to
send to your employees
A specialized link created for
your company employees to
support the American Cancer
Society with donations and
event registration
Participating companies will
challenge each other in a
freindly manner to see who
can raise the most dollars for
the ACS Mission
Corporate donation totals
can be provided to the
company to be shared with
employees
Attendees invited to watch
the gala and see their
company highlighted as a
partner
Opportunity for the
company to stream the
gala on their Facebook
page

Campaign Components Champion Benefits 
Engage employees in the
unique opportunity for
everyone to participate in the
gala 
Ability for corporate
leadership to highlight their
commitment to the American
Cancer Society and thank
employees for their donations
Company contributions
recognized during the event
Company logo featured on
the Knoxville Hope Gala
website
Champion with the highest
fundraising total by 8:00 P.M.
on November 1, will receive
additional recognition during
the event

True Champions may not
always win, but they never
stop FIGHTING!



Company Name:

Company Contact:

Mobile Phone:

E-mail:

Address:

City:                                              State:

Why is the American Cancer Society important to
you or your organization? 

Hope Champion Agreement 

This person will serve as your page administrator



Brief company description:

Any additional special details you would like to
share:

Campaign Goal:

Please e-mail any photos or videos you would like
to see include on your champions page to
stacey.clark@cancer.org. Once your page is
created, your page administrator will be notified,
and your champions page will be live.
Customizations can be controlled by your page
administrator. 

The American Cancer Society cares about your
privacy and protects how we use your
information. To view our full privacy policy or if
you have any questions, please call the Society
at 1-800-227-2345 or visit cancer.org.

For additioanl  questions, please contact:
stacey.clark@cancer.org   
865.696.1494



Your Generous Support Will Help in Continuing the
Mission of the American Cancer Society. Together We
Will Save Lives, Celebrate Lives and Lead the World in the
Fight Against Cancer.

THANK YOU! 

Do something today that your future self will
thank you for!


